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Abstract—Practitioners struggle with creating and evolving
an architecture when developing complex and safety-critical
systems in large-scale agile contexts. A key issue is the trade-off
between upfront planning and flexibility to embrace change.
In particular, the coordination of interfaces is an important
challenge, as interfaces determine and regulate the exchange
of information between components, subsystems, and systems,
which are often developed by multiple teams. In a fast-changing
environment, boundary objects between teams can provide
the sufficient stability to align software or systems, while
maintaining a sufficient degree of autonomy. However, a better
understanding of interfaces as boundary objects is needed to
give practical guidance. This paper presents an exploratory
case study with an automotive OEM to identify characteristics
of different interfaces, from non-critical interfaces that can be
changed frequently and quickly, to those that are critical and
require more stability and a rigorous change process. We identify what dimensions impact how interfaces are changed, what
categories of interfaces exist along these dimensions, and how
categories of interfaces change over time. We conclude with
suggestions for practices to manage the different categories of
interfaces in large-scale agile development.
Keywords-large-scale agile development; agile architecture;
interfaces; boundary objects; case study; architectural change;
automotive; empirical software engineering

I. I NTRODUCTION
The interaction of software and systems architecture with
agile development has received increased attention in the
last decades [1]. A core challenge with architecture in agile
development is to deal with the tension between upfront
architectural planning and agile development embracing
change [1], [2], [3]. Change is an important aspect, as the
rate of change impacts the adoption of the architectureagility combination [1]. In architecture-centric agile environments, developing the architecture in a lightweight way and
keeping the architecture flexible to change is challenging but
necessary, especially with respect to interfaces [4]. Interfaces
determine and regulate how two or more entities exchange
information. Oftentimes, the entities connected by an interface are developed by different teams [5]. It commonly
happens that blocking issues arise along interfaces among
agile teams, especially if they are ambiguously specified

or based on wrong assumptions [6]. To enable teams to
work in an agile way, “islands of stability” are needed [7],
which can be facilitated by the creation of boundary objects
that maintain a common identity [8], [9]. In this context,
better ways of “supporting the coordination of interfaces”
are required [9].
To address this issue, mechanisms are needed to understand what architectural entities can be flexibly changed
and for which parts stability is needed, especially as the
complexity of systems grows [3]. Focusing on interfaces
as key architecture entities, this paper contributes to an
understanding of islands of stability in agile development,
which interfaces can or should be particularly stable, and
how they can be coordinated.
This paper presents an exploratory case study to analyze
categories of interfaces and dimensions influencing their
change in practice. We conducted a case study together with
an automotive OEM that aims to improve the agility of their
architecture practices. We present dimensions of interfaces,
categories of interfaces, and suggestions for industrial practices to manage interfaces in an agile development context.
Our research questions are as follows:
RQ1: What dimensions impact how interfaces in agile
automotive contexts are changed and how are the dimensions
related?
RQ2: What categories of interfaces exist in the context of
agile systems engineering with respect to the dimensions?
RQ3: To what degree does an interface’s category change
over time in agile automotive contexts?
To get a better understanding of the problem in our case
study, we conducted an initial literature review and four prestudy meetings with architects at the case company. In order
to collect better insights and derive guidelines, we explored
the topic further using 12 semi-structured interviews with
stakeholders with different roles. Our findings indicate that
multiple dimensions impact how interfaces are changed, e.g.,
the number of affected components and the criticality. We
found three relevant categories along the identified dimensions: (i) commodity interfaces, (ii) early stage interfaces,
and (iii) central vehicle interfaces. An interface’s category

can change over time, but typically becomes used in more
components, slower to change, and less frequently changed
the longer it exists. In the discussion, we provide suggestions
on how to manage interfaces. We propose to leave stable and
flexibly changeable interfaces up to the teams, but to control
change for central vehicle interfaces. For all categories, we
advise to establish interfaces to create boundaries that enable
independent development, set an interface’s abstraction level
as high as possible, and to assess interfaces early on.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In
Section II, we describe related work. Section III introduces
the case company and Section IV presents the research
method. We present our findings related to the dimensions
of interfaces (Section V), related to categories of interfaces
(Section VI), and related to how categories change over time
(Section VII). In Section VIII, we conclude this paper with
a discussion of our findings and suggestions of practices to
manage interfaces.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The combination of architecture and agile development
has been studied from different angles [1], with several
reported challenges, practices, and lessons learned. There
is still a lack of guidance of using agile practices with
architecture, and the evolution and continuous change of an
architecture merit further research [10], [1]. In this paper, we
focus on how architecture is stabilized and changed, based
on influences of product, process, and people in a large-scale
agile context. Nord et al. [7] have identified the need for the
“creation of islands of stability in which teams can operate in
a mode that is closer to the agile sweet spot, and possibly
at a faster iteration rhythm.” At the same time, one aims
to enable teams to respond to change quickly and capture
aspects of emergent architecture [3].
This paper relates to the allocation viewtype at it is
concerned with how tasks are assigned to groups in the
development organization and influence both process and
people aspects [11]. Concretely, this paper deals with interfaces, which are natural boundaries between agile teams
developing parts of a software or system. An interface “is
a form of relation between two or more distinct entities
[...] such that it [...] selectively allows a transmission or
communication of force or information from one entity to
the other” [12]. An alternative definition is that an “interface
is a boundary across which two independent entities meet
and interact or communicate with each other” [11]. The
notion of interface change and evolution has already been
included in early works on interfaces [13], pointing to the
need of leaving room for future expansion and considering
design decisions that are likely to change in the future.
Interfaces capture the relation of a providing entity to a
consuming entity and ideally, both are considered during the
establishment and maintenance of the interface. In this study,
we focus on how they are changed, from their creation until

an eventual deprecation or removal. In the context of APIs,
the focus often lies on the side providing interfaces that
are used downstream [14]. The consuming entities are not
necessarily known; instead, the focus lies on attracting more
potential users of the interface as a business strategy. While
APIs are mostly written for developers using the interfaces,
interfaces in general can have stakeholders of several roles
and can be documented using several notations [15].
III. C ASE C OMPANY
The case company is an automotive OEM located in
Sweden. The company has had a focus on agile architecture
for more than four years. The SAFe framework [6] is
used widely in research and development areas across the
company, across around 50 release trains with approximately
500 teams in total. Large parts of the architecture work
have been moved from centralized teams of architects to
the release trains and solution trains. Architects operate
as a shared service in the organization. Moreover, local
train architects take care of the architecture developed in
particular release trains.
Parts of our interviewees work on the core system platform, representing a new, centralized vehicle architecture.
The idea is that the vehicle architecture is not based on
hundreds of Engine Control Units (ECUs) communicating
with each other, but that a central platform is used, taking
care of the communication to other ECUs via a device proxy.
The core system platform is currently still under development. It will contain the most critical parts of the software,
will facilitate continuous integration and deployment, and be
controlled by the OEM. Microservices on a high level are
used to increase decoupling between hardware and software
components. An example is a microservice sending out
information about the vehicle speed and it can be processed
by hundreds of applications for a variety of purposes.
IV. R ESEARCH M ETHOD
As our research questions are mainly of exploratory
nature, we opted for an exploratory case study [16].
A. Study Design and Planning
We conducted an initial informal literature review about
interfaces in software and systems architecture to understand
the state of the art. Additionally, we conducted 2 pre-study
workshops with 5 researchers and 2 architects, additionally 2
meetings on-site at our case company. We exploited the prestudy to understand challenges and practices and developed
the initial hypothesis. Based on this understanding, we
conducted 12 semi-structured interviews to analyze types
of interfaces and characteristics influencing how they are
managed. We created an interview guide1 with open-ended
and closed questions. After questions about the background,
the guide included a presentation of our initial hypothesis
1 https://tinyurl.com/interface-interview-guide

Table I
OVERVIEW OF THE PARTICIPANTS OF OUR CASE STUDY
No. Role

Experience with
systems/software
engineering
(experience in
automotive)

Area of Expertise

1

Senior Software
Engineer
Senior System
Design Engineer
Principle Engineer

11 yrs. (4.5 yrs.)

System Design
Engineer
System
Responsible
Senior Service
Architect
System
Responsible
Technical Lead
System Architect

4 yrs. (4 yrs.)

Central Electronic
Module
Hybrid Control
System
Active Safety and
Driver Support
Technologies
Active Safety

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

>20 yrs. (10 yrs.)
13 yrs. (13 yrs.)

11 yrs. (11 yrs.)
20 yrs. (20 yrs.)
13 yrs. (13 yrs.)
20 yrs. (<1 yr.)
18 yrs. (>1 yr.)

10 Technical Lead

17 yrs. (<1 yr.)

11 Software Dev. &
Tech Lead
12 Software
Developer

16 yrs. (1 yr.)
7.5 yrs. (<1 yr.)

Driver Interaction
and Infotainment
Connected Car IT
Services
Security Body
Electronics
Application API
Core System
Platform
Core System
Platform
Core System
Platform
Core System
Platform

that there might be different dimensions impacting interface
change. Participants were asked to name examples of interfaces that they work with and characterize them.
B. Selection Criteria and Participants
After the pre-study, we selected 12 participants at two
locations of the case company. We selected individuals
from different departments, working with several modules/components. The participants should be knowledgeable
in software or systems architecture and have different roles
(e.g., developers, architects, testers).
An overview of our participants with their roles and areas
can be seen in Table I. Besides indicating their experience
with systems/software engineering, we also show the experience in the automotive domain.
C. Data Collection and Analysis
The lengths of the interviews were between 20 minutes
and 46 minutes, with an average of 35 minutes. Afterwards, the interviewing researcher created transcripts of the
interviews. We adapted Creswell’s analysis approach for
qualitative data to our needs [17]. We coded the interviews
with an open coding approach and arrived at an initial set
of 101 codes. We conducted an initial coding workshop to
discuss the relations between codes after 7 interviews. We
merged codes that represented the same notion and arrived
at 52 codes. After performing the remaining interviews,

we extended the codes by 9 additional ones. With respect
to the dimensions and categories, we coded all mentioned
examples as sub-codes under the codes “dimension” and
“category.” We arrived at the final set of categories by
grouping mentioned examples of interfaces based on similar
values of the dimensions. Based on the coded data, 27
examples of interfaces were given by the participants in
varying levels of detail. In the interviews, we aimed to
encourage participants to be as concrete as possible. We used
all of the named interfaces as the basis to derive dimensions
and categories. Finally, we decided how to present the
findings using graphs, tables, and text.
We take this statement to explain our coding method:
“Internally we can change quite quickly. For safety
and legal parts, it’s costly validations. That’s why we
don’t want to change a lot.”
This quote was coded with “standards and regulations”
(to cover safety aspects), “testing” (as it is related to validations), “organizational boundaries” (as there is a difference
between internal and external processes/interfaces), “speed
of making changes”, and “flexibility.” The coding also allowed us to identify connections between important aspects
more easily later on.
D. Threats to Validity
Our case study faces the following threats [18]:
There is a risk that we mis-heard or mis-transcribed interviewees’ words. To mitigate threats to descriptive validity,
we created transcripts that allowed us to conduct an exact
analysis of what was said in the interviews.
To reduce threats to interpretive validity, we presented
the study’s context at the beginning of the interviews. We
paraphrased interviewees’ statements and used their own
terminology to ensure correct understanding.
Theoretical validity is related to beliefs and conceptions
we had prior to the study. We thoroughly discussed the data
to ensure a chain of evidence. We aimed to present our
method and reasoning in a transparent way.
Generalizability is about how applicable our findings are
in other contexts. The goal of our exploratory study was to
understand the concrete context of the case company. The
categories we identified are based on examples of interfaces
mentioned by individuals. We used data triangulation of
interview data from several interviewees with different roles
to strengthen internal generalizability. To be transparent
about our particular case, we described the characteristics
of the case company and participants. The participants
in this study had at least four years of experience with
systems/software engineering. The experience in automotive
is shown in parentheses in Table I. While the automotive
domain comes with particular challenges (not pure software
development, high criticality, diversity of functions, etc.), the
findings are not specific to automotive systems and are likely
valuable also in other large-scale agile contexts.

III.A Level of abstraction

broader applicability

III.H Stability

less frequent changes

III.F Maturity of affected functions

avoid changes through workarounds

III.B Criticality (safety, security)

analysis and certification

III.D Time to perform a change

III.G Position in the interface’s lifecycle

adaptation effort
per component

III.C Distance to affected parties

distributed development
of components

III.E Number of affected components

Legend:
<<typically implies>>
directly proportional to

Figure 1. Dimensions of interfaces and their relations. X «typically implies» Y means that an increase in X typically implies an increase in Y , which
can be due to direct conceptual relations between dimensions or because of actions performed by stakeholders.

Threats to evaluative validity exist as researchers potentially present findings in a judgmental way, based on their
own values and understanding. By collecting feedback from
fellow researchers on our interpretations and the presentation
of our findings, we tried to mitigate this threat. One should
note that the goal of this research was rather to explore the
topic of interfaces in agile automotive contexts, rather than
evaluating a method.
V. D IMENSIONS OF I NTERFACES
We identified several dimensions of interfaces and relationships between them. We consider dimensions as measurable characteristics of interfaces and how they are changed.
In this section, we answer RQ1: What dimensions impact
how interfaces in agile automotive contexts are changed and
how are the dimensions related?
An overview of our findings is displayed in Figure 1. The
arrows represent implications between dimensions and the
dimensions are directly proportional to each other, i.e. the
higher one dimension, the higher the other. This increase
can be due to the direct conceptual relations between the
dimensions (e.g., a higher criticality implies a longer time to
perform a change because of additional overhead) or because
of decisions taken or actions performed by stakeholders
(e.g., if the time to perform a change is high, typically an
interface is kept more stable by architecture stakeholders to
reduce the overhead of changing it). The text on the arrows
indicates the core motivator behind the relations.
The level of abstraction refers to the nature of an interface
and how closely related to hardware it is. The criticality
relates to safety and security criticality. The distance to
affected parties relates to the distance between people (e.g.,
geographical, organizational, or cognitive distance), related
to artifacts (e.g., semantic distance), and related to activities (e.g., temporal distance) [19]. The time to perform a
change relates to the time it takes to plan and implement a
change. The number of affected components relates to how
many logical, software, or hardware components need to be
adapted because of a change.
In the automotive domain, functions of different natures

exist that are more or less established. We found that the
maturity of the affected functions of an interface is relevant.
Another dimension is the interface’s position in the lifecycle.
As any artifact, an interface has a lifecycle from its creation
to its first use to its maintenance, its potential deprecation,
and removal. Finally, the stability of an interface indicates
how steady it is over time.
We describe each dimension in the following, together
with its outgoing relations shown in Figure 1. Each dimension is marked with its subsection’s letter.
A. Level of Abstraction
Interfaces at our case company were typically signals
and communication interfaces between ECUs, interfaces
between software components, or application programming
interfaces (APIs) on a higher level of abstraction.
Signals and interfaces between ECUs are managed in a
signal database. The intention with hardware-related interfaces is to stabilize them early on, as stressed by Interviewee 7. However, currently, the signal database is constantly
changed. Change requests come with an overhead as a signal
database team needs to approve and perform the changes.
Interfaces on a software level (e.g., APIs) are intended to
be reusable over time and make the company less dependent
on the implementation (e.g., provided by suppliers). Several
interviewees reported that changing an API on a high level
of abstraction should be avoided.
“With APIs, it’s difficult to change or remove things,
it’s easy to add. If you think ‘this is good for now, we
will see later if it will change,’ that will be problematic.”
(Interviewee 12)
We identified that a higher level of abstraction typically
implies a higher level of stability. This is mainly motivated
by the broader applicability of a high-level interface. Interfaces on a high level of abstraction, e.g., APIs, can be
generic to be usable for different applications and have the
potential to be stable. Interviewee 10 stated that “the more
we abstract from unnecessary details, the more stable our
interfaces can be.”

B. Criticality

E. Number of Affected Components

Eight of our interviewees pointed out that criticality is
an important factor that requires to keep interfaces stable.
Interviewee 2 reported that “since we have safety-critical
functions in the car, we need to have stable interfaces”,
and Interviewee 1 stated that “costly validations” need to
be performed when changing safety-critical interfaces. A
core motivator for the stability of safety-critical interfaces is
the need to do the certification and security/safety analysis
again. These additional steps increase the time to perform a
change. Additionally, practitioners are afraid that a change
could have unpredictable consequences, which is why they
prefer to have stable interfaces. For this reason, a higher
level of criticality typically implies more stability.

The number of affected components relates to how many
parts of the system need to be adjusted because of a change.
Several interviewees pointed out that the number of affected
components or subsystems by an interface change strongly
increases the time a change takes, because of the adaptation
effort per component. Interviewee 4 stated that “[the time
to change an interface] depends on the change, how many
subsystems are affected and what actions need to be taken.”
It is common that these components are also managed by
different teams across a distributed organization: a high
number of affected components typically implies higher
distance to affected parties.

C. Distance to Affected Parties
This dimension relates to the distance between human
stakeholders, semantic distance, and the distance between
activities [19]. Organizational distance is relevant both
within the same company and to suppliers or other companies. Another relevant aspect is whether involved teams
have the mandate to prioritize tasks in a common way.
Interviewee 3 stated that “it’s tougher to change interfaces
[...] when you are affecting teams and components outside
of your scope where you don’t have control.”
All interviewees mentioned that performing a change
takes more time if several (distributed) teams are affected by
a change. The more stakeholders are affected by a change,
the higher will be the coordination overhead.
Interviewee 9 stated that if only two teams are affected,
resolution of changes is bilateral, independent, and quick.
“Sometimes it’s just two teams, then they talk. Then
one team takes over the concern and discusses it with
the other one. And [the architects] give directions.”
(Interviewee 9)
D. Time to Perform a Change
Our interviewees mentioned that the speed of implementing a change also impacts how often a change can be made
and how stable an interface is required to be kept. It clearly
depends on the type of interface how long a change takes,
but can be up to half a year (Interviewee 12). Because of
these constraints, engineers sometimes try to come up with
workarounds to avoid making a change. As time is related
to cost, several interviewees see it as desirable to reduce the
time to perform a change and increase the stability.
“You want to be able to change the API fast. If you
have a slow process, then you get problems in agile
because the teams get blocked.”
(Interviewee 10)
To foster efficient development, practitioners try to keep
these interfaces as stable as possible.

F. Maturity of Affected Functions
A variety of functions are developed in automotive companies, e.g., infotainment, powertrain, or autonomous driving
functions. We found that the maturity of affected functions
has a strong impact on the stability of their interfaces, due
to less frequent changes occurring for these functions. For
instance, Interviewee 2, working with the hybrid control
system in the powertrain department, stated that they “mainly
have stable interfaces overall.” On the other hand, Interviewees 8–12, working within new functions, stated that the
frequency of change is very high and the interfaces are very
unstable.
“We have different parts and different features of
the car with different maturity periods. Today a lot of
functionality is quite mature. [...] So we don’t need to
change those interfaces. Those are related to traditional
car functions. The commodity functionality, what the
customer expects.”
(Interviewee 1)
Several interviewees stated that the surrounding layers of
functionality impact the number of interface changes:
“After some time, when the layers that are using
your interface are not really subject to change, then
you see that it is stable.”
(Interviewee 10)
All interviewees stated developing new, immature functionality, the frequency of change is higher.
“In the early phases, it is more unclear and technology decisions will change a lot. While in the end,
it’s just nuances of which [interfaces] to change and
how often.”
(Interviewee 5)
G. Position in the Interface’s Lifecycle
An interface can be at different points in its lifecycle,
from its creation to its deprecation or removal. The later it
is in its lifecycle, the more stable it becomes. Interviewee 11
stated that an interface undergoes “many changes [at first],
then some rework, and then hopefully it will stabilize over
time.” Interviewees 6 and 7 stated that the period of change
is typically two to three years. Then, the stability increases
due to less frequent changes.

Abstraction
Criticality

Distance

Position in
interface's
lifecycle

Low
Medium

Maturity of
affected
functions

High

Number of
affected
components
Time to
perform a
change

VI.A Commodity
interfaces
VI.B Early stage
interfaces
VI.C Central vehicle
interfaces
Span of interfaces
in VI.C

Stability

Figure 2.

Categories of interfaces with their dimensions

Our interviewees pointed out that the longer an interface
exists, the more components are likely to use it and rely on
it. An interface gets more widely adopted with time. As a
consequence, the time of making changes and the stability
as a whole increase.
“Before everyone else uses it, [...] update it daily,
every hour, I don’t care. But when you work with people
who use the API, you need handshakes between the
provider and users.”
(Interviewee 10)
Interviewee 4 noted that when an interface is included in
production vehicles’ software, it takes even more time to
change it.
H. Stability
Many of the mentioned dimensions impact the stability
of interfaces. Stability is understood as the opposite of the
frequency of change. The stability of an interface can be a
consequence of the development context or actively enforced
by stakeholders. Our interviewees use different formulations
to talk about stability. It can be observations of changes,
e.g., “it becomes rather stable” (Interviewee 6). However,
practitioners also intervene as there is a “need to stabilize
[an interface]” (Interviewee 9). Interviewee 2 stressed that
“we want to have stable interfaces, then we can make our
own internal development.” Interviewee 5 pointed out that
there exist interfaces that are naturally stable (e.g., because
the affected components do hardly ever change), as well as
interfaces that are kept stable in an artificial way (“because
[the process to change] is so rigid” or because suppliers are
involved).
VI. C ATEGORIES OF I NTERFACES
This section answers RQ2: What categories of interfaces
exist in the context of agile systems engineering with respect
to the dimensions?
We used the interview data to scrutinize examples of
interfaces and arrived at the following categories: (i) commodity interfaces, related to mature functions, (ii) early
stage interfaces, used in few components and being changed
quickly and often, and (iii) central vehicle interfaces, which

are very critical interfaces that are used across a large
distance and affect many components.
Interfaces can be at different positions in their lifecycle
and all dimensions can change over time. According to
our findings, one interface can only belong to one of these
categories, although it can change its category with time.
Table II depicts the categories with their dimensions, as
well as main concerns with each of the categories. The
categories with their dimensions are shown in Figure 2 as a
radar chart. The dimensions are shown along the axes, with
“Low”, “Medium”, and “High” as the dimension values.
The dashed gray line indicates the values for commodity
interfaces (Section VI-A), the black solid line for early
stage interfaces (Section VI-B), and the gray solid line for
central vehicle interfaces (Section VI-C). The category of
central vehicle interfaces consists of interfaces with slightly
different characteristics. The gray area in the figure indicates the span of central vehicle interfaces. Central vehicle
interfaces vary along the lifecycle, abstraction, maturity, and
stability axes. The position in the lifecycle varies naturally
as time passes. While the abstraction and maturity impact
the (potential) stability of an interface, the main influencing
property of central vehicle interfaces is its centrality, as many
components are affected. We describe subcategories within
this category, but group them as central vehicle interfaces.
The time to perform a change in the identified categories
is either Low or High. The values are based on the gathered
data and perceptions of interviewees. Future work is needed
to accurately measure the time to perform a change for
different interface types.
A. Commodity Interfaces
Commodity interfaces relate to very mature functions that
have been developed and used for several years. Interviewee 7 mentioned signals for the headlamps technology on
a rather low level of abstraction. An interface needed to
be adjusted due to minor changes in the technology, but
implementing the change took a high time effort. Interviewee 7 stated that the stability is high now, and that the
interface affected a medium number of components and
only organizational units across a manageable distance. The
criticality of the interface is neither particularly high nor
low, but undergoes the same procedures as typical vehicle
interfaces.
Interviewee 2 named interfaces for gearbox types as an
example of a commodity interface that had to be adjusted
because a new gearbox type was introduced. The team
has a strong focus on actuators and controllers for them,
on a rather low level of abstraction. Only groups inside
the same department are affected by the change, across a
medium distance. They develop 3-4 nodes, i.e., a medium
number of affected components. The interface is stable now,
as Interviewee 2 mentioned: “We came up with a common
interface that could take care of both gearbox types. Like a

Table II
OVERVIEW OF INTERFACE CATEGORIES AND THEIR DIMENSIONS
Abstraction

Distance

Number
of components

Maturity
of
functions

Position in
interface’s
lifecycle

Criticality

Time to
change

Stability

Main concerns

VI-A: Commodity

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Long

High

Prioritization of
interface changes

VI-B: Early stage

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Early

Low

Short

Low

Rework due to lack
of stability

VI-C: Central vehicle

Medium

High

High

Low

Medium

High

Long

Medium

VI-C1: Critical
cross-company
VI-C2: Service API
VI-C3: Infotainment
head unit

Medium

High

High

Medium

Late

High

Long

Medium

High
Low

High
High

High
High

Low
Low

Early
Medium

High
High

Long
Long

Low
Medium

Lack of
flexibility, high
impact of
change

super interface. That made it quite stable. And we strive for
stable interfaces.” However, it took a year of simulations to
assess the consequences of the change and establish it (i.e., a
long time to perform a change). Our interviewees stated that
differently prioritized backlogs are an issue when performing
a change.
“We always struggle with having the resources and
prioritizing it the same way. We can’t get resources to
do the work we find most challenging.”
(Interviewee 2)
B. Early Stage Interfaces
Early stage interfaces are fundamentally different from
commodity interfaces. Interviewee 8 mentioned an interface
between two components: the vehicle interface unit that is
connected to an ECU, and the core platform itself. It is on a
medium level of abstraction, neither on a high API or service
level, nor on a signal level. Interviewee 8 stated that only
two teams are affected who sit in the same building: “They
can do whatever they want. [...] Because they own both the
software running here and the software that receives the
data.”
The time to perform changes is short, as the teams can
change interfaces “without disturbing anyone else” (Interviewee 8). The criticality is considered low in the current
development context, although our interviewees mentioned
the need to consider criticality in the future. The stability
is currently low, as many decisions are being explored and
changed. Our interviewees stated that higher stability would
be beneficial.
“We need more upfront work, it’s too little right
now. [...] The penalty is that they need to rework
sometimes.”
(Interviewee 9)
C. Central Vehicle Interfaces
Central vehicle interfaces connect a high number of critical components developed across large distances, and take a
long time to change. The main concern with central vehicle

interfaces is the lack of flexibility and the high impact of
change. Due to the high distance and the high criticality,
changes have to be performed in a very controlled way.
To increase the interfaces’ stability, the trend is to increase
the level of abstraction and support a larger number of
applications of the interface. However, Interviewee 6 pointed
out that the interfaces still “need to be revised all the time
because the different teams [...] find a lot of details that
nobody thought about.”
We found three subcategories that we describe in the
following: critical Cross-company interfaces, a service API,
and infotainment head unit interfaces.
1) Critical Cross-Company Interfaces: Interviewee 6
mentioned interfaces related to connectivity, both inside of
our case company, but also to other organizations. The
distance is high: 17 architects are involved in-house to
manage these interfaces, plus additional ones from other
companies. Due to the large number of stakeholders, the
time to agree on and perform changes is long. The number
of affected components is high, which is why the intention
is to keep the interfaces as abstract as possible, so that they
can be used for different purposes and applications. The
interfaces are highly critical, both as they provide safety
features and because of security and privacy constraints.
The stability is on a medium level, but typically increases
over time: “Usually, in the first three years it changes a
lot and then it becomes rather stable.” The interface is at
a late position in its lifecycle, with only 6 months before
production. The affected functions are on a medium level of
maturity, i.e., neither very early nor very established.
Interfaces are especially complicated if they are used to
exchange data with externals:
“For interfaces to other companies, you try to keep
them as minimal as possible. [...] We try to focus not
only on the technical interfaces, but more on the data
structure as such. So that we are not bound to a certain
technology, it’s still changing so fast.”
(Interviewee 6)

2) Service API: A service API has been mentioned by Interviewees 8–12 and represents interfaces to microservices.
Software service interfaces are on a high level of abstraction.
Interviewee 10 pointed out that they are security-critical, as
“not everyone should have access to all signals.” Interviewee 8 mentioned that some interfaces affect a high number
of components: “If we make one change, maybe we need to
change 100 applications”.
There is a large distance to affected parties, both because of different backgrounds and different geolocations.
According to Interviewee 8, the time to perform a change
is high, due to a high overhead of interface governance.
So far, the maturity of affected functions is very low. Also
the position in the interface’s lifecycle is in its definition
phase. Interviewee 12 stated that eventually, it will become
very hard to change and to remove interfaces in the API.
It “should be really stable” (Interviewee 8), because of the
large impact on other teams. Currently, however, it has a
low level of stability.
3) Infotainment Head Unit Interfaces: Interviewee 5
mentioned interfaces to and from the central head unit within
infotainment. These interfaces allow users to activate and
use functions in the car. It has a high number of affected
components and also affects different departments across
large distances.
Interfaces are often on a signal level (i.e., low level of
abstraction). The criticality is high, and certain signals need
to be prioritized more than others, as Interviewee 5 stated:
“We can delay features like a shuffle function. But warnings
for the safety system are more important, for instance.”
Changing the database takes a long time, as all changes are
performed by a signal database team. It is a concern, as “it’s
not really scalable if you want to change your system rather
often” (Interviewee 4).
The maturity of affected functions is low, as infotainment
needs to adapt quickly to market trends. The interfaces’
position in the lifecycle is currently under development,
but has passed the initial definition phase. The stability is
currently on a medium level, but the interfaces still undergo
change.
VII. C HANGE OF C ATEGORIES OVER T IME
This section answers RQ3: To what degree does an
interface’s category change over time in agile automotive
contexts?
Our overall observation is that an interface’s category
can change over time, but typically the values of the dimensions increase rather than decrease. The position in the
interface’s lifecycle inevitably changes over time and moves
from “Early” to “Late.” Our interviewees named interfaces
across all lifecycle positions. An increase in the position
in the interface’s lifecycle affects three other dimensions
(Section V-G): More components are affected, more time
is needed to perform a change, and stability is increased.

Early stage interface, in particular, change values in
several dimensions:
“At one point in time, you should try to be careful
with interface changes. [...] We have a year of a lot of
changes, but then we want a release so that others can
rely on this.”
(Interviewee 9)
Commodity interfaces are already at a stable level and our
interviewees did not expect their dimensions to change,
except if new, immature functions affect the interface. Interviewee 2 reported that interface changes are motivated
by “new technology or new functions that put requirements
on us.”
For the central vehicle interfaces, the criticality and distance complicate change. Several interviewees mentioned a
“point of increased stability” that will be reached with an
increasing use of the interfaces. Interviewee 12 motivated
this as follows: “Once it comes to a point where people will
use it, other people, other groups, then it won’t be easy to
change it anymore”.
The goal is to aim for stability in certain time periods:
“We don’t change constantly but have a heartbeat.
So that the API should stay as stable as possible
between two points in time.”
(Interviewee 10)
The interviewee recommended to keep the API stable
and continue the development on a separate branch that is
merged later on. Interviewee 10’s idea is to start with “one
or two users at the beginning. [...] With a small set of users,
it is easier to get the standard in place.”.
VIII. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
This paper describes dimensions of interfaces that impact
change, categories along the dimensions, and an analysis of
how these categories change over time.
We conclude that interfaces play a central role for the
architecture, especially when developing multiple components that exchange information. Related work confirms that
challenges with agile development are to foster information
exchange across teams and to deal with distance between
teams [19], [20], [21]. Our findings indicate that practitioners
aim for stable interfaces to enable flexible and independent development inside agile teams [7]. In this context,
architecture models and descriptions have been considered
boundary objects [9], [8], i.e., artifacts establishing a common understanding across sites, while allowing each of the
teams to maintain its interpretation of the object [22]. Our
understanding is that interfaces as an integral part of the
architecture can also be considered boundary objects between teams developing different parts of the system. Teams
interpret them from different angles, based on the concerns
of the component they are currently working on. Architects
have a broader scope and work with interface or architecture
descriptions to communicate with several teams [15]. The
findings presented in this paper help to understand the

Table III
S UGGESTIONS FOR PRACTICES AND RELATIONS TO DIMENSIONS

1
2

3
4
5

Practice

Dimensions

Select what interfaces need to be managed centrally, and leave other interfaces (especially those
in an early stage) up to the teams.
As soon as the lack of stability impedes that teams
can work autonomously, involve stakeholders with
architecture expertise to establish interfaces that set
the boundaries.
Increase an interface’s level of abstraction if you
have the flexibility, so that you can support more
users.
Assess interfaces in the early stages with one or
two users before its position in the lifecycle and
stability increase.
For central vehicle interfaces, establish controlled
change mechanisms and a strategy for versioning.

Time,
position
in lifecycle
Stability

Abstraction
Position
in lifecycle,
stability
Number of
components,
stability

different dimensions relevant for managing interface change
and assessing these boundary objects’ relevance and usage
over time [8].
Based on the mentioned examples in the study, we identified three categories of interfaces with respect to dimensions
and main concerns:
• Commodity interfaces, related to mature functions.
They only affect teams across a manageable distance,
but changes take time to prioritize, assess, and agree
upon.
• Early stage interfaces are in an exploration phase and
can be changed flexibly, although too frequent changes
result in undesired rework.
• Central vehicle interfaces, that play a role for many
architectural entities. They are more difficult to manage
than the former two categories, being very critical and
affecting many components and teams.
Table III shows suggestions for practices that we deduced
based on the findings and how they relate to the dimensions.
The practices are based on our interviewees’ experiences,
their suggestions, and reasoning based on the collected data.
In the following, we motivate the suggestions based on a reelaboration of our findings.
First practice: Select what interfaces need to be managed
centrally, and leave other interfaces (especially those in an
early stage) up to the teams. Currently, the tendency at our
case company is to control interfaces from a central point,
involving architects or the signal database team. This results
in a large overhead of managing interfaces and long times
to perform a change. To be scalable and competitive in the
future, a more lightweight approach can be beneficial to
manage early stage interfaces impacting only a few teams.
Interviewee 8 mentioned that should be “up to the teams to
decide [on these interfaces].”
Second practice: As soon as the lack of stability impedes
that teams can work autonomously, involve stakeholders

with architecture expertise to establish interfaces that set
the boundaries. Several interviewees suggested that if an
interface concerns only one or two teams, they can agree on
changes themselves, keeping the architects in the loop. The
suggestion is also confirmed by related work [6]. As lack of
stability often results in rework (Section VI-B), boundaries
as “islands of stability” [7] need to be set.
Third practice: Increase an interface’s level of abstraction if you have the flexibility, so that you can support more
users. More general and abstract interfaces often lead to
higher stability [13]. In the case of interfaces for gearbox
types, a more abstract “super interface” was created to accommodate two types of gearbox interfaces (Section VI-A).
A similar observation was made in the cases of central
vehicle interfaces and the abstraction from details.
Fourth practice: Assess interfaces in the early stages with
one or two users before its position in the lifecycle and
stability increase. When examining the change of categories
over time (Section VII), we found that flexible interfaces
likely reach a point where change becomes more complicated. Our interviewees’ idea was to leverage the freedom
in initial phases and assess interfaces with a few users before
more stability is required.
Fifth practice: For central vehicle interfaces, establish
controlled change mechanisms and a strategy for versioning.
Central vehicle interfaces that have become used by many
components should be carefully changed (Section VI-C).
Also in agile setups, stability is needed to enable teams’
autonomy, as confirmed by [7].
To conclude, the study presented in this paper contributes
to an understanding of architectural change in agile contexts.
The described dimensions of interfaces and their relations
can help to understand characteristics of interfaces and how
they can be managed in agile development. While certain
categories can be managed in a very flexible way, other categories of interfaces should be stabilized for agile teams to
work effectively. The presented categorization showed that
the dimensions are useful to describe differences between
interfaces. We observed that over time, dimensions rather
increase than decrease.
It should be noted that the extracted categories are based
on an initial exploratory case study and that more research
is needed to systematically examine categories of interfaces.
We expect that there are more general categories of interfaces that are not specific to the automotive domain.
Practitioners can understand dimensions and categories of
interfaces to reflect on how interfaces can be established
as “islands of stability” to enable agile teams to flexibly
develop systems and software [7]. Our findings suggest that
interfaces with different characteristics require different approaches to managing change. The suggestions for practices
can help as a starting point to create and change interfaces
that allow as much stability as needed.
The study was conducted in the automotive domain,

characterized by very diverse functions, criticality, slow processes for non-software parts, and large distances between
stakeholders. We expect these findings to be valuable also
for other companies and industries, but further research is
needed. Based on this study and the suggested practices,
researchers can assess interfaces in other companies and
domains, and develop tools and methods to support interface
change in agile environments.
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